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Homeschooling from a foundation of grace
Presented by Debra Bell

DebraBell.com

Grace-power Homeschooling
Primarily a heart issue
Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart." 
 I Sam 16:7




What is the outward working?
Need to get comfortable with diversity
Gracious
Towards our children
Towards others

Faith-filled and faithful 
Process-oriented. The results belong to the Lord.
We find joy welling up in our hearts in the process.


Homeschooling is a choice fraught with peril…
No proof-text
Homeschooling is a practice; not a biblical mandate
We live in a complex society

Dangerous Waters
 Legalism
Double-mindedness
 Losing heart
Where are you on this continuum?

God-centered means
We find joy in the opportunity to grow in grace and gratefulness
We take joy in learning – it’s a blessing.
We humbly recognize the need to be diligent about the motives of our heart
We take the time to help our children understand this focus

That was about us…
… but what about the kids?

Biblical view of kids
Commonality all kids share
Sinners in need of a savior

 Individuality of each of our children
Eph. 4:7,16
But to each one of us grace has been given as Christ apportioned it…. From him the 
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whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds 
itself up in love, as each part does its work. 

Developmental Understanding of Kids
Fearfully and wonderfully made. Respect God’s design of human development.
Young children learn best through sensory experiences – especially if they can manipulate 

and explore
Most kids before puberty 

cannot comprehend 
abstractions and hypothetical 
thinking (e.g., algebra)



Priorities
Make the redemptive process in me and my children a priority

Make the context for maturing and deploying our resonant graces the body of Christ


Handout of Questions
Thanks!  
May you have the faith to see God’s sovereign hand in all your circumstances.
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